Subject: Notes from April 7, 2022 Meeting

Latonia Craig, Purdue Veterinary Medicine Assistant Dean for Inclusive Excellence, provided an overview of the Inclusive Excellence program she has developed. There are many facets to this program connecting student with mentors throughout their studies at Purdue. On Boarding and certificates require 4 sessions each 1-3 years, recruitment and retention programs as well as virtual learning cafes each month. Students are connected with at least three mentors. They are looking at hiring a Learning Strategist. Latonia felt she has great support from the Dean and faculty/staff for these efforts as well as bringing these effort into the Search Committees. Unfortunately, her slides are not available.

It was suggested re organize our website into categories of information rather than by date.

Notes from the Chat:

From Melissa Templeton to Everyone 10:02 AM
I’m open to that

From Katherine Yngve (she/hers) to Everyone 10:20 AM
Latonia -- when you talked about culture shock of new DVM students -- are you familiar with or did you use the "transition shock model" that comes out of Nursing education?

From Katherine Yngve (she/hers) to Everyone 10:38 AM

From Me to Everyone 10:39 AM
Thanks Katherine

From Katherine Yngve (she/hers) to Everyone 10:43 AM
If you search for "transition shock model" there are lots of nice images of the model. I can’t seem to paste them here. 😊
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/cms/asset/8d01c3c4-3a8e-40f0-8db6-2a2958e7038f/jan_4898_f2.gif

From Umit Karabiyik to Everyone 10:44 AM
It was a great presentation of fantastic work. Thank you, Latonia. I have to go for another commitment. Have a wonderful day everyone!

From Latonia Craig to Everyone 10:45 AM
Nice to meet you! Have a wonderful day

From Melissa Templeton to Everyone 10:45 AM
Wonderful and inspiring, thank you!

From guity to Everyone 10:54 AM
Great work Latonia! Thanks sharing it with us.
From Elena Benedicto to Me (Direct Message) 11:01 AM
coming...